Forging a new path for instructional development:
Trailblazing for high-impact teaching using peer
observation and coaching
What would you do?
We have an awesome way you can improve your instruction, but you must invite
another librarian into the classroom with you to observe.
1.
2.
3.
4.

There is NO WAY I would do this.
I would CONSIDER doing this, but I’d need more information
I MIGHT do this if it is someone I trusted.
I would DEFINITELY do this.

Teaching Practices Inventory - Info Lit Instruction
★ Inventory of items a librarian might include in their information literacy sessions
★ Helps librarian see what practices they’re currently using and what high-impact
practices they could incorporate into their teaching

Think about a class you recently taught and complete the Teaching Practices Inventory
(handout or visit: http://bit.ly/loex-TPI-ILI)
Q: What did you discover about your recent teaching experience?

Teaching Squares
★ Non-evaluative peer observation program that establishes a community of
practice & fosters reflective practice.
★ Three to four members per Square
★ Members set teaching goal - “what they hope to gain from the ‘Square’” - and
share the goals with one another.
★ A Teaching Square Handbook is provided to members for guidance
★ Members observe each other teach and complete a double-entry observation
form, documenting what’s happening and their reflection:
Time

11:25

Description of what’s happening

AH greets Ss as they come in. One S asks
a question about the library database – AH
says she’ll address that in class. An agenda
has already been written up on the board.
AH closes door and says “kahoot quiz!” –
Ss put away books and get out phones.

11:30

AH goes through 5 questions, waits about
60 seconds between each. Invites Ss to
suggest “bonus” question – S7 speaks up
immediately. Ss laugh.

Personal reflections

I like the easy rapport with students –
seems organized with agenda already on
board. Impressed that she held off on
answering Ss question – I think I
sometimes jump in too quickly with an
answer.

Ss seem to know what’s coming – this
must be a regular thing. Interesting to let
the Ss help write the quiz – what
happens if someone suggests a bad
question? But they sure like it.

★ Each member completes personal reflection on their instruction and Square
Self-Reflection ahead of final “Square Share” meeting

Cheering Activity:
In groups, identify whose name comes first alphabetically. They’ll go first in this activity.
I’m going to provide a task, and the person you just identified is going to respond to it.
As they list their answers, cheer them on by counting off “1 - 2 - 3,” once they finish
celebrate!

Classroom Observation Protocol for Info Lit
★ Observer documents what the librarian and the students are doing in the
classroom in 2 minute intervals.
★ Visualizes what exactly is happening in the classroom, and graphs the type of
activities that tooks place (presenting, guiding, working, etc)
COPIL Observation Codesheet

What would you do?
Based on the information provided in this presentation, which tool would you be
most interested in exploring further?
1.
2.
3.
4.

TPI-ILI
Teaching Squares
COPIL
All of them
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All of the materials on these tools are at: http://bit.ly/loex-peer-observation
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